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The Right Message for Hospitals in 2022

Key findings from our public opinion polling and message testing on key issues facing tax paying hospitals



Attitudes Toward 
Health Care & Hospitals
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Favorability towards HOSPITALS outpaces all other health 
care actors 
How favorably or unfavorably do you feel about each of the following? 

US 
VOTERS

BELTWAY 
ELITES DEM SWING GOP 

Hospitals 72% 88% 74% 69% 72%

Pharmacies 67% 83% 69% 58% 71%
Nurses unions 58% 84% 70% 48% 53%
Health insurers 49% 75% 50% 40% 55%
Your state government 48% 82% 52% 39% 49%
Pharmaceutical manufacturers 41% 70% 42% 36% 45%
Federal government 38% 79% 48% 30% 31%

COLUMN KEY
US VOTERS: n=1,000 likely voters nationwide 
BELTWAY ELITE: n=200 Beltway opinion elites from DC, MD, and VA
DEM: n=414 Democratic likely voters nationwide
SWING: n=274 swing likely voters nationwide 
GOP: n=312 Republican likely voters nationwide
Fielded online by Locust Street Group January 20-27, 2022
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Voters feel LESS favorably towards for-profit hospitals than not-
for-profit ones – but the gap among Beltway elites is smaller 

How favorably or unfavorably do you feel about each of the following? 

US 
VOTERS

BELTWAY 
ELITES DEM SWING GOP 

Not-for-profit hospitals 70% 84% 76% 62% 70%

For-profit hospitals 43% 69% 42% 37% 51%
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A majority believe hospitals that operate as part of a larger 
NETWORK provide higher quality care 
Which of the following types of hospitals do you believe would deliver higher quality care if you needed treatment in a 
hospital? 

US 
VOTERS

BELTWAY 
ELITES DEM SWING GOP 

A hospital that operates as part of 
a larger or regional network of 
many hospitals and care facilities

62% 63% 66% 62% 56%

A hospital that operates on its own 
and is not part of a larger or regional 
network of other hospitals and care 
facilities 

38% 37% 34% 38% 44%
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Voters blame worker burnout and higher patient volumes 
for staffing issues much more than hospitals 
Who or what do you blame MOST for nurse and physician staffing shortages occurring at many hospitals across America 
right now? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP TWO)

US 
VOTERS

BELTWAY 
ELITES DEM SWING GOP 

Hospital worker burnout and 
early retirements 56% 50% 61% 60% 47%

Increasing patient volume 49% 57% 61% 49% 33%

The federal government 36% 25% 26% 32% 51%

Hospitals 22% 21% 22% 23% 20%

Hospital workers’ unions 18% 19% 13% 19% 25%

Medical education institutions and 
nursing schools 10% 17% 9% 8% 14%

Travel nursing companies 9% 14% 8% 8% 10%
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Issue Overview: Double-Edged Swords/Offensive

Voters: 56% Industry, 25% Opponents
Elites: 63% Industry, 30% Opponents

Voters: 41% Industry, 41% Opponents
Elites: 55% Industry, 36% Opponents

ROLE IN THE SYSTEM HEALTH EQUITY

COVID-19 
RELIEF

SURPRISE 
BILLING

MEDICARE 
ADVANTAGE

Voters: 50% Industry, 34% Opponents
Elites: 56% Industry, 35% Opponents

Voters: 48% Industry, 37% Opponents
Elites: 52% Industry, 43% Opponents

Voters: 43% Industry, 43% Opponents
Elites: 53% Industry, 42% Opponents
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Issue Overview: Defensive

Voters: 40% Industry, 41% Opponents
Elites: 38% Industry, 55% Opponents

UNIONS/WORKFORCE PROFITS

COSTSCONSOLIDATION

Voters: 37% Industry, 49% Opponents
Elites: 52% Industry, 41% Opponents

Voters: 39% Industry, 48% Opponents
Elites: 47% Industry, 49% Opponents

Voters: 31% Industry, 50% Opponents
Elites: 45% Industry, 47% Opponents



Hospital Positioning & Messaging
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Message Matters Most

Inform with REASON

and

Persuade with EMOTION
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Top industry messages: high-quality care and access

Which of the following benefits that hospitals provide are MOST important to you? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP TWO)

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITES

Quality of care. Hospitals employ top medical professionals to deliver high-
quality, patient-centered care and treat the most complex conditions. 62% 55%

Access to care. Hospitals provide care to anyone who walks in their doors, 
regardless of their ability to pay or insurance status, and operate in 
underserved communities.

43% 33%

Cost effective. Competition drives hospitals to be more efficient and effective, 
which keeps costs down for patients. 29% 22%

Cutting-edge technology and facilities. Hospitals invest millions in the latest, 
cutting-edge medical equipment, technology, and facilities for patients. 20% 27%

Provider networks. Hospitals partner with local doctors, nurses, and other care 
providers to coordinate care and give patients more options for care. 19% 27%
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Less compelling industry messages: jobs and economic 
growth and medical research 
Which of the following benefits that hospitals provide are MOST important to you? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP TWO)

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITES

Medical research and partnerships. Hospitals partner with universities, 
nursing schools, and expert researchers to conduct medical research and 
discover new best practices, treatments, and cures. 

16% 21%

Jobs and economic growth. Hospitals are major employers providing high-
quality, good-paying jobs, and for-profit hospitals pay federal, state, and 
local taxes, which support the communities they serve.

12% 17%
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The industry serves “patients” – not “consumers” which 
communicates profits

Which of the following terms gives you a MORE positive impression?

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITES

Patients 81% 84%

Consumers 19% 16%
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Most concerning industry challenges: COSTS and 
STAFFING 

Which of the following potential criticisms of hospitals are MOST concerning to you? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP THREE)

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITE

High costs. Prices for hospital services and out-of-pocket costs from 
hospital visits are rising annually for patients across the country. 66% 56%

Inadequate staffing. Hospitals do not hire, train, or retain enough 
staff to consistently provide safe, high-quality care. 42% 50%

Profits. Hospitals, particularly for-profit ones, are more interested in 
making money for investors than investing their profits back into patient 
care. 

38% 44%

Low quality. Hospitals focus on providing a high quantity of services 
instead of high-quality, personalized care for individual patients. 37% 36%

Lack of transparency. Hospitals do not clearly provide the cost of 
health care services to patients and disclose whether their doctors and 
specialists are in a patient’s insurance network.

36% 34%
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Less concerning challenges: consolidation, use of COVID-
19 assistance, and health equity 
Which of the following potential criticisms of hospitals are MOST concerning to you? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP THREE)

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITE

Lack of health equity. Hospitals are not ensuring vulnerable communities, 
including minority, low-income, and rural populations, have access to the 
support they need to overcome social barriers that impact their ability to get 
and stay healthy.

32% 32%

Use of COVID-19 assistance. Hospitals were given billions in COVID-19 
assistance but used funds to grow their businesses and ensure their own profits. 29% 23%

Consolidation. Hospitals are increasingly acquiring or merging with other 
hospitals and doctor groups, resulting in less competition and fewer choices for 
patients. 

20% 27%
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Refer to consolidation as EXPANSION or INTEGRATION
Which of the following terms to describe when a hospital or health care facility is purchased by a hospital system gives you 
the most POSITIVE impression? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP TWO)

US 
VOTERS

BELTWAY 
ELITE

Expansion 47% 37%

Integration 40% 42%

Consolidation 34% 32%

Alignment 29% 30%

Merger 28% 34%

Acquisition 22% 27%
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Top Medicare Advantage vulnerabilities: limited access 
due to reimbursement cuts and care denials and delays

Which of the following potential challenges facing Medicare Advantage health insurance plans for seniors are MOST 
concerning to you? (COMBINED CHOICE – TOP TWO)

US VOTERS BELTWAY ELITE

Limited access to care. It has limited access to care because insurers are not 
reimbursing hospitals the full rate for health care services, forcing hospitals to lay 
off staff or reduce services.

45% 46%

Care denials. There are denials of care due to insurers requiring prior 
authorization for treatments and medicines. 45% 37%

Care delays. There are delays in care due to insurers requiring prior authorization 
before doctors can provide treatments and medicines. 43% 40%

Insurer control. Insurers have greater control over the treatments and medications 
doctors can prescribe than in traditional Medicare. 35% 41%

Worse patient outcomes. It incentivizes providing the cheapest, quickest care and 
may result in worse patient outcomes. 33% 37%



You Can’t Move Past What You Don’t Acknowledge
Disarm critics by acknowledging the shared challenges the industry faces and 

pivot to hospitals’ role in addressing them
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Highlight Impacts To Patients More Than The Industry 
Threats to access to high-quality care are far more compelling than hospital 

cuts or closures
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Personalize, Individualize, and Humanize
People and stories are more impactful than statistics and investments alone. 

Personalize hospitals’ impact to build goodwill.
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Key Messages: Double-Edged Swords 

Health Equity

• Commit to equal opportunity 

• Promote policies to remove social 

barriers and provide needed resources

COVID-19 Relief

• Needed for continued operations

• Helps compensate workers, offset lost 

revenue, and purchase PPE and 

equipment

Medicare Advantage

• Limits access to care by 

reimbursement cuts

• Denies and delays patient care

Transparency

• Ensure access to transparent and 

easy-to-understand cost sharing 

information

• Proactively provide resources like 

price estimator tools and financial 

support programs

Surprise Billing

• Occurs due to gaps in coverage

• Patients should be protected, 

removed from disputes, and held 

to in-network cost sharing
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Key Messages: Defensive Issues 

Costs

• Drug costs and insurance premiums are top 

drivers of rising costs

• Increasing efficiency, coordinating care, and 

investing in new technology to lower costs

Staffing

• Promote policies to incentivize workers to 

enter field and provide training opportunities

• Protect and retain frontline workers through 

new benefits (tuition reimbursement, etc.)

Consolidation

• Adapt in an ever-changing landscape

• Efficient way to lower costs and increase 

access to care for patients

Profits

• Recruit top medical professionals to 

provide high-quality care

• Invest in cutting-edge equipment, 

technology, and facilities

Unions

• Do not prioritize patients and can 

threaten access to care

• Do not reward performance 
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Key Takeaways

Favorability towards hospitals is HIGH (72% U.S., 88% Beltway), but favorability towards for-
profit hospitals is significantly LOWER (-27% U.S., -15% Beltway) than for not-for-profit ones.1

2

3

4

Double-edged swords/offensive issues: role of hospitals in the system, health equity, 
Medicare Advantage, surprise billing, and COVID-19 relief.
Defensive issues: costs, consolidation, profits, and unions.
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Most effective industry messages: high-quality care and access.
Least compelling industry messages: jobs and economic growth.

ACKNOWLEDGE industry concerns and focus on the impact to PATIENTS more than 
the industry to build trust and credibility in response messaging. 

Hospitals have the opportunity to build on and grow their reputational equity to WIN in 
the court of public opinion in 2022. 
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Thank You
Questions?
Phillip Morris, Partner
phillip@locuststreet.com


